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Liberal Diva Endorsement Quesionnaire 
SDCDP 2020 Election 

 

Name____Kyle Krahel_______________________                                      AD__76_______ 

Email____kkrahel@gmail.com___________________          Phone____760-672-1960______  

 

Please keep all answers to 150 words or less. 
 

 

1 Why do you want to be on the San Diego County Central 
Committee? 

I want to represent the community that I grew up in and advance progressive values. 

 

 

2 What is/are the issue(s) that concern you most (name up to 
three)? 

Election integrity and reform, including campaign finance reform, are fundamental to solving all of our 
other issues. 

3 How would being on the SDCDP with those/that issue(s)? 
We can make changes to our elections at various level of local government, and the SDCDP is the body 
in charge of getting good Democrats elected to those agencies. 

 

 

4 Would you help bring forward and/or support a bylaw change 
that would get rid of the lifetime appointment (circle one) for 
Central Committee members?    
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(Yes)                No 

 

5 What qualifies you to be on the Central Committee? 
I was appointed to the Oceanside Planning Commission and selected to be Chair by my peers, where I 
have fought for the quality of life of Oceanside residents. I have worked on campaigns to elect 
Democrats and fight for progressive causes up and down the ballot. 

 

6 Have you read the Bylaws, the Policies and Procedures and the 
Code of Conduct for the SDCDP? 

 

(Yes)       No 

7 Who did you vote for President in the 2016 Democratic Primary? 
 

Hillary Clinton           (Bernie Sanders)     Donald Trump         Other or No Choice 

 

8 If elected to the SDCDP, who will you pick as your alternate? 
Undecided 

 

9 How do you determine your support for or against a candidate or 
an initiative? 

I carefully deliberate the pros and cons and determine what is best based on values of justice, equality, 
and fairness. 

 

10 Give an example of a time when you disagreed with a friend 
about something that you felt very strongly about.  Are you still 
friends with that person? 

Prefer not to answer 
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11 What are two things you are willing to do to help get Democrats 
elected? 

I will assist campaigns with strategy and tactics based on my extensive campaign experience. 

 

12 Tell about a time when you did something that you didn’t like to 
do or disagreed with but did it anyway because it was good for 
other people. 

Prefer not to answer 

 

 

13 Tell about a time you made a mistake.  What did you learn from 
this experience? 

Prefer not to answer 

 

14 What practical skills do you bring to this position? 
I have been a member of many organizations similar to the SDCDP (and I have been a past member and 
leader of the SDCDP), so I am able to navigate and participate fully in the body, including parliamentary 
procedure and complicated policy/political decisions. 

 

15 Do you have any reason why you would not support the 
endorsed Democratic Presidential candidate in 2020? 

None 
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16 How would you determine your position on an issue or a 
candidate that impact’s an area that you don’t live in? 

I would elicit as much objective information about the issue and perspective from those affected and 
make a decision based on my values. 

 

17 Are you on a slate?  If yes, who else is on that slate with you?  
Why are you on that slate? 

No 

 

 

18 Is there any part of the DNC or CDP platform that you don’t agree 
with?  If yes, what is it and why? 

I generally agree with the full DNC and CDP platform, though there are minor areas that could be 
improved on both. 

 

 

19 What do you like best about the Democratic Party? 
We fight for those who can’t fight for themselves, we stand for values and not power, and we accept 
anyone regardless of race, gender, religion, class, creed, etc. 
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